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1. Introduction 

The evidence submitted within this document is in support of the existing Residential 

Conservation Rate (RCR).  The generation, transmission/ distribution and final consuming of 

electrical energy provide a critical life support mechanism for society.  

The billing information presented herein was provided and approved by the owners for use within 

this document.  Three properties with billing data spanning a two year period are charted to 

indicate usage over the six billing cycles per year.   

2. Annual Energy Use Evaluation 

The two properties at Big White exhibit seasonal usage during the winter skiing season.  One 

property is a single family dwelling (SFD) capable of housing up to fifteen occupants; the dwelling 

is electrically heated with two electric hot water tanks to cope with demand, it is typically 

occupied for five months of the winter ski-season, rented to seasonal staff at the Big White ski 

resort.  The owners of the SFD occupy the property sparingly throughout the summer months to 

perform maintenance in preparation for the next ski season.   

The other Big White property is an electrically heated apartment (APT) which can accommodate 

six to eight occupants and is used frequently by the family members throughout the ski-season 

and vacated for the summer, with the hot water electric supply switched off during the summer. 
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Electrical consumption indicating seasonal electrical usage for the Big White Residences. 
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The third property is a single family dwelling (SFD + SPV), this natural gas hot-water and central-air 

heated home is located in Kelowna and was fitted with a 3.64kWp solar electric system in August 

2016.  The data below details an annual period pre-solar, the second year of data is with solar 

installed.  Note the year (2016) was omitted, this was the year when solar was installed. 

 
 
The chart below is the solar inverter design software estimate for annual solar power output and 

is taken from the design report for this installation. 
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Electrical consumption indicating seasonal electrical usage for the Kelowna Residence. 
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In the chart above for the Kelowna SFD with solar installed it is evident the energy consumed from 

the grid in 2017 is dramatically reduced from that consumed in 2015.  The green dotted line 

represents the 2015 energy usage minus the anticipated solar electric generation.  

On investigation with the home owner regarding the larger than expected saving it was revealed 

by the home owner that changed to energy consuming habits were made, with an emphasis on 

saving electrical energy.  The significant change among others was the move to drying clothes on a 

washing line whenever possible  during the summer, fall / spring periods instead of using the 

electric clothes dryer, an idea fostered by the FortisBC Power-Sense program. 

The solar electric installation had created a focal point for this family of four, resulting in a 

conscious shift towards reducing energy.  The other factors that have not been investigated for 

the lower energy consumption are season weather variations from one year to the next.  Also to 

note is the FortisBC meter reading date that is not quite aligned with Solar Edge report estimates, 

this would also generate some variation. I am lead to believe from the home owner that the 

occupancy level was unchanged during these periods, except for the summer of 2016 when one of 

the family members was away for four months. 

The motivation from the home owner to install a solar electric system was primarily to reduce the 

grid consumed energy to below tier two levels. It can be seen the system installed is of modest 

size (3.64kWh) and the annual generation output provided the saving the customer desired. 
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3. Cost implications for moving from the RCR to flat rate. 

 
Calculations performed below were made to determine the cost for power and the impact to each 

of the three residences by moving away from the RCR to a flat rate.  The calculations for each of 

the years are based on today’s rate for tier 1 and tier 2 together with the proposed Flat Rate 

Option value of $0.12021/kWh - Table 6-8 Bill Impact & Flat Rate Options (page 70 – FBC 2017 

COSA & Rate Design). 

 Kelowna Single Family Dwelling 

 
 
An increase to annual cost for power is experienced for this energy conscious home fitted with 

solar. The pre-solar 2015 power usage was 10668 kWh; this resulted in an increase of $95.48 per 

year, reviewing the FBC - Table 6-8 Billing Impact & Flat Rate Options it can be seen that fifty-eight 

percent of customers take supply less than 10,000kWh per year, reflecting an increase in annual 

costs for low power consumers.  The return on investment for the solar electric install was based 

on removing the tier 2 energy which results in a modest system size (kWp).   

It can be seen that the flat rate option provides a better return on investment over the RCR for the 

Net Excess Generation (NEG power at the tier 1 rate); this could give rise to much larger solar 

electric systems being installed under a flat rate tariff, as economies of scale installing a much 

larger system would now prevail. 
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Big White Single Family Dwelling 

 
 

 

 

Big White Apartment 

 
 
In the case for both Big White properties moving away from the RCR to the flat rate results in a 

reduction for annual energy cost.  The greatest savings made by the Single Family Dwelling, with 

an annual energy usage of over 30,000kWh / year.   The savings are somewhat representable for 

the three percent of the FBC customer base which use over 30,000 kWh on an annual basis. 
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The Big White properties examined here exhibit extremely high energy usage during the winter ski 

season compared to the remainder of the year; this high seasonal energy peak was one of the 

main drivers along with reliability of supply for the capital asset upgrade project for the Big White 

and Joe Rich area. 

In the BCUC - Big White Supply Project Rate Design Application - Project 3698457 dated 

2007, determined that postage stamp rates should be maintained for the Resort and 

residents of Big White and that the project costs of $20.3M be placed on the FortisBC rate 

base. 

In the BCUC ruling - Order No. G-87-07  

“The Commission Panel determines that the new evidence and submissions provided in this 

proceeding support including the costs of the Project in the FortisBC rate base, with no 

additional contribution required from the BWSR or Big White ratepayers, new or existing.” 

 

4. Conclusion 

The Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) provides a positive stimulus for electrical consumers 

wanting to reduce their grid energy usage, particularly in the summer months when air 

conditioning loads impose significant loadings on the electrical grid system.  The focus on 

conserving energy for the Kelowna residence fitted with solar electric is evident, with habitual 

changes to energy usage and the determination to reduce further.   

The BCUC ruling to apply postage stamp rates to the Big White and Joe Rich area was justified; this 

ruling aligns with other populated areas difficult to reach or not cost effective to serve with 

natural gas supplies, but served with electrical supplies. The cost for electrical supply 

infrastructure is absorbed into the rate-base and reflected in the cost for electrical energy and 

service.  In the case for the Big White 138,000Volt transmission line and Substation Project for 

which the project costs were around $20.3M, the project costs were absorbed by all FBC 

customers. It would appear that a fair billing structure is already in existence with the tier 1 and 

tier 2 rates recovering costs under the Residential Conservation Rate. 

Moving to a flat rate could result in larger solar electric systems being installed; economies of 

scale and the cost effectiveness to install large solar electric systems that wipe out all annual 

power would be more economically viable. 

The two tier rate system allows for a certain amount of electrical energy to be delivered at a lower 

rate to assist British Columbians living modest lifestyles - life support mechanism for society. The 

higher rate electricity provides - life style support mechanism for society.  




